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My project centered on middle school policy debate in the Northern Illinois area. My project consisted of 
three coach training sessions and a weeklong summer debate camp for thirty local middle school 
debaters. The camp was held at Northwestern University and was staffed by me and the seven coaches I 
trained. The primary goal of my project was to train a new generation of Northwestern and Evanston 
Township High School students on how to coach middle school policy debate in the Illinois Middle School 
Debate League. The secondary goal of my project was to offer a low-cost weeklong educational summer 
debate camp for middle school debate students in the Northern Illinois region. In the summer camp, the 
students learned the specifics of this year’s topic, protecting water resources, and general debate skills.  
 
I came up with the idea for my project because I competed in middle school debate in Evanston and have 
coached debate at my old middle school throughout my time in high school and into college. Throughout 
my debate career and into my years of coaching, two of the five local middle schools in Evanston did not 
have debate teams. I wanted to execute this project to train local Northwestern and Evanston Township 
High School students to develop and coach debate programs for these two schools. Also having attended 
summer debate camps at The University of Michigan while in high school, I understand the value of 
getting a head start on the debate season, and I wanted to provide that head start for students in my local 
debate league.  
 
I think that the two middle schools in my district did not have debate teams because there was no one 
qualified to coach. Further, there was no internal push within the district to expand debate to the other 
schools. Having attempted to work with the district to expand debate, I have learned that any expansion 
requires immense third-party effort to set up the programs and find staff so that the district can simply 
sign-off on a ready-made program. After completing the coach training sessions and the summer camp, 
three of my coaches volunteered to start new debate teams at the two middle schools that had never had 
teams.  
 
I chose to expand debate in my hometown because I have a lot of experience and connections with the 
local debate league and all the local teams. Because I coach one of the schools in the league, I had 
access to a network of families from all over the Northern Illinois area who were interested in the debate 
camp. Working in Evanston and hosting the camp at Northwestern was a wonderful experience because I 
was able to make use of Northwestern’s strong network of faculty to coordinate the camp. Acquiring 
space and insurance was made so much easier by doing everything through Northwestern with a team of 
Northwestern staff and faculty to help me plan and help me with any real-time issues.  
 
We opted to charge a tuition of $50 for the weeklong summer camp to ensure enrollment yield. We 
waived this tuition for families for whom paying the tuition would be a financial burden. With 30 students, 
and 2 waives, we raised $1400 in additional funding. Most of this additional funding ($1000) was given to 
a local coach to start a fund for students who cannot afford to compete during the academic year.  
 
There was one day when I worried the camp would fall behind a day. Since we had 30 kids, and 10 
instructors, we needed 40 debate “boxes,” which are essentially small file boxes that contain the year’s 
“core files” (all the arguments for the year) filed into separate folders and then into hanging folders. Each 
set of core files contained 250 pages and was filed into 50 folders. Because of order delays and a failure 
of all the pages being paginated when printed, my team of 10 had to hand paginate 10,000 pages, hand 
label 2,000 folders, and then file those 10,000 pages into the 2,000 folders just two days before the camp 
was set to start. This took 12 straight hours of work, and we thankfully got it done in time for the camp to 
start on time with all the materials needed for the students.  
 
I experienced two distinct communication challenges. First, working with Northwestern’s risk management 
department took many emails and many days to work out all the insurance requirements for a program 
with minors. In general, there were numerous bureaucratic hoops to jump through that made progress on 
planning the camp very slow moving. Second, communicating detailed information about summer camp 
to 30 different families inevitably meant hundreds of emails from parents asking questions—many of 



which could have been answered by reading my mass emails more closely. Further, since the program 
involved minors, getting correctly filled out and signed release forms from 30 parents also was a 
communication headache. Generally, trying to communicate and manage 30 concerned parents was 
exhausting.  
 
I would define peace as cooperation for the betterment of the world. Policy debate, even at the middle 
school level, focuses on policy advocacy to avoid or reduce harms that exist in the status quo. This year’s 
topic is about protecting water resources, so my campers learned about and advocated for policies such 
as banning fracking, strengthening standards for agricultural runoff into lakes and streams, and increasing 
investment in water infrastructure. By advocating policies aimed at protecting water resources, my 
campers advocated for peace in that they proposed ways the government and private actors can 
cooperate to better the world. In the short-term, my campers have learned about water resources and 
protecting the environment and sharpened their debate skills for the coming debate season. In the long-
term, by learning how to advocate policies in a debate setting at a young age, my campers are prepared 
to be advocates of peace even after their debate careers.  
 
My project gave me an appreciation for how much work programs are, especially how much bureaucratic 
legwork is involved in coordinating everything behind the scenes. I know now how much work it takes to 
get a group of people together in an organized event. I am now experienced in bureaucratic 
communications.  
 
My project was not hampered by the COVID-19 pandemic. We hosted our camp in person, using large 
rooms with great ventilation and enforcing strict masking policies for everyone while indoors. Further, we 
ate lunches outside to help eliminate risks of indoor mask-less eating. We did have two students who 
opted to attend the camp online; this was accomplished by having them join a Zoom as if they were there 
in person, literally having their computer sitting in a chair as if they were in the classroom. In a pandemic 
or heath crisis, I would advise PfP grantees to follow CDC health guidelines and strictly enforce those 
guidelines. I would also advise PfP grantees to take out insurance, especially if working with minors. 
 
“My project taught me the importance of thorough and thoughtful planning and communication. My project 
also showed me how incredibly valuable weeklong educational programs can be for young students.” – 
Emma Ringstad  
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